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Holistic (or “integrative”) planning
Planning for retirement often happens by considering random questions at random times. “When do I want to retire?” for instance, might
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be decided two or three years ahead of time. “How much money will I
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as retirement draws nearer. “What do I do with my time when I’m retired?” might get some thought the day after the retirement party.
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When planning Thanksgiving dinner, for example, we would never take
the scattershot approach we use for retirement. We know that the
number of guests, what their dietary needs and preferences are, getting all the right ingredients, coordinating with other guests who are
bringing food, timing the meal around outside events (travel needs of
guests, perhaps church, perhaps football), and other decisions not only
all affect the quality of the day, but have an impact on one another. If
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Is spirituality an appropriate
issue for discussion in a

the guest list changes, for instance, perhaps the timing of the meal or
the menu needs to change as well, or the seating arrangement, or the
need to find someone else to bring the pie.

retirement readiness

Problems like planning a social occasion, therefore, need to be ap-

program?

proached in a “holistic” or “integrative” fashion. That is, we need to
take account not only of all the elements of the plan, but all the
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connections among the elements
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the non-financial side sometimes
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about retirement consistently in
holistic terms.
But these concepts are only the
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One reason we say so is that
Nelson takes the kind of comprehensive, integrated approach that
this issue of the Retirement
Readiness Report focuses on.
He describes the overall goal,
very sensibly, as well-being, then
divides this large and vague term
into three specific domains: Happiness, Prosperity, and Health.

of the six domains in intriguing
and insightful detail. We guarantee that in each of these areas,
you or the employees who read
this book will discover at least
one or two, and probably quite a
few, new ideas, facts, and
sources of further information and
analysis that are entirely new to
you, and that might intrigue you.
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